2019 FAI S SENIOR AND JUNIOR WORLD CUP “BUZAU CUP”
FOR SPACE MODELS

(S4A, S6A, S8E/P, S9A)

Organizer: The Romanian Modelling Federation.

Date of the events: - 21st – 22nd of August 2019

FAI JURY:
Jury president Dr. Zoran PELAGIC Slovakia
Jury member Mr. Narve JENSEN, Norway
Jury member Mr. Guzu Ion, Romania

RANGE SAFETY OFICER:
Mr. Dan POPA, Romania

Venue of contests:
- The field is the same that it was used for most of the International Championships held in Buzau and also for all internal space models events in the last 10 years.
- The field is very well known among Space Models flyers and is situated 10 km away from Buzau, on the road from Buzau to Bucharest. The coordinates for contest site are: 45°03’39.6”N 26°46’26.8”E.

Daily schedule of contests:
- 20th of August, Tuesday: registration, payment of fees, from 17:00 to 19:00.
- 21st of August, Wednesday: World Cup “Buzau Cup”, S4A and S6A.
- 22nd of August, Thursday: World Cup “Buzau Cup”, S8E/P, S9A.

The daily flying schedule will begin at 9:00 and will continue with rounds until 19:00. The organizer reserves the right to change the daily schedule if necessary.

- Participants: seniors and juniors possessing a valid FAI License may take part.

- Classification and prizes: in contest a general individual and juniors individual classifications will be made.
The first three in individual classification will be awarded a diploma and a cup and diplomas for all the competitors.

Entry fees:
40 EUR/senior
30 EUR/junior

BOARD AND LODGING
The organizer can offer board and lodging in:
- **Hotel B 90** in Buzau, 3 *** (double rooms with bathroom, TV, wi-fi), 45 EUR / person / day, including breakfast and dinner. The members of the FAI Jury will also be accommodated here and the banquet will be held.
- **Motel Ileana** in Buzau, 3 *** (double rooms with bathroom, TV, wi-fi), 45 EUR / person / day; triple room, 4-seater room with bathroom, TV, wi-fi, 40 EUR / person / day) including breakfast and dinner. The menu is prepared from natural products on its own farm.

Also, the organizer will provide lunch on the contest site for 10 Euro per day for each person. Buzau is one of the largest and most important cities in Romania and it offers large variety of accommodation and food possibilities of different cost opportunities. The organizers will help you find the best solution. We can find here over 50 hotels and guesthouses from 2** to 4**** like below:
- **Hotel Orhideea** – 3*** (45 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)
- **The Classic** – 3*** (45 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)
- **Corner Center Rental** – 3*** (45 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)
- **Hotel Nova** – 3*** (48 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)
- **Hotel Pietroasa** - 4**** (82 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)
- **Hotel ART** - 4**** (80 Euro/pers/day, including breakfast)

EXCHANGE RATE: 1 EUR= 4,70 LEI

FUEL PRICE:
1l 95 octane (with or without led) ~5,50 LEI
1l 98 octane (with or without led) ~5,85 LEI
1l Diesel ~ 5,70 LEI

Entry Form: please send by e-mail to ioanaeu822@gmail.com, the attached entry form before the 25th of May.

CONTACT ADDRESS:
Mail: FEDERATIA ROMANA DE MODELISM
OP 6 – CP 56 BUCURESTI, ROMANIA
Email: ioanaeu822@gmail.com

We are looking forward to welcome you all in Buzau!

THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE,

Secretary General,
Ioana DUMITRU